
Memorandum

TO: SALINE CITY COUNCIL

FROM: BILL BRIGGS, SUPERINTENDENT OF WATER/WASTEWATER

DATE: OCTOBER 11, 2022

SUBJECT: RBC SHAFT REPAIR

BACKGROUND BRIEF: Original Memo dated 3/11/2022 summary: The City of Saline WWTP employs 
four RBCs to remove BODs. One has a broken drive shaft. Walker quoted $160,000 to replace the shaft 
and the media drum, not including removal and replacement. Darlington Equipment Company is an 
aftermarket supplier of parts for RBCs and has quoted $48,995.00 to manufacture a replacement drive 
shaft, remove and install the repaired unit to include two new bearings, and replace the gearbox with 
one on hand. 

Since that time, we have had no contact with Darlington, so we have pursued other options. The making 
of the shaft was put out to dozen local machine shops. Two quotes were received. One from Jerl Machine 
for $16,846.00 and one from Springfield Machine and Tool for $41,000.00.

The costs for removal of the old and installation of the new were requested from the City’s as-needed 
contractors. Midwest Power was the only one to provide a quote. There quote was a not to exceed of 
$52,900.00, with the replacing the bearings ad needed, as an alternate for $26,000.00. If the RBC shaft 
does not need to be completely removed and replaced for the repair, costs would be lower.

PREVIOUS ACTION: Approval of original repair by Darlington Equipment Company.

ECONOMIC IMPACT:  Not to exceed $95,746.00 from PCF & Lift Maintenance and Repair

BUDGET LINE ITEMS: 590-527-931-000

PREVIOUSLY BUDGETED: Accepting this would require a budget amendment to increase the PCF &
Lift Maintenance and Repair line item of the wastewater fund, with potential to capitalize. The costs 
would be covered either by reappropriation of unused line items during an amendment or from fund 



reserves.

SUPERINTENDENT RECOMMENDATION:  The repair should be completed as soon as possible. Staff 
recommends employing Jerl Machine to supply the replacement with Midwest Power to perform the 
repair and remount the shaft.

RECOMMENDED MOTION: Move to acknowledge receipt of the October 11, 2022, memo from 
Superintendent Briggs, to approve/not approve the quotes from Jerl Machine and Midwest Power for 
repair of the RBC in the amount of $95,746.00, and to authorize/not authorize the City Treasurer to 
amend line item 590-527-931-000.


